
Challenges

—  Define scope and set expectations  
with customers before proof-of- 
concept. When a proof-of-concept  
is not well defined, it makes  
concluding very difficult.

—  Deployments and Proof-of-concept 
projects were dragging on with  
little clarity in scope agreed.

—  Solution Engineers spent up to 20 
minutes per day updating deployment 
trackers in Salesforce Custom Objects.

—  The effort to update the system  
meant it would not get done

Taskfeed helps OnApp deliver best 
practice Deployments every time 

OnApp is a complete Infrastructure-as-a-Service solution for cloud 
providers, CDN providers, telcos, carriers, MSPs and enterprises. More 
than 3,000 companies in 93 countries use OnApp’s software to deliver 
cloud, CDN and DR services, and add scale and reach on demand.

OnApp are changing how companies buy, sell and manage cloud and 
CDN infrastructure through the OnApp Federation — the world’s biggest 
public cloud. It’s the world’s largest network of cloud service providers 
— a global pool of public and private IT resources, connected to a single 
marketplace, where you can buy and sell those resources on demand 
with full transparency of price, performance, location and uptime.
 

Background

The challenge with such a transformational solution is that the 
customer wants to be able to demonstrate that the technology really  
can deliver on the promise in real-world conditions and evaluate the 
inter-operability with existing infrastructure. 

OnApp Solution Engineers (SE) are responsible for the scope and  
delivery of each Proof of concept (POC). It is their role to work alongside 
the customer to determine the infrastructure necessary to support their 
business, then build and deploy an appropriate solution. POCs can run 
from a few days to many weeks or months depending on the complexity. 

OnApp had been tracking POC and Deployments in Salesforce using 
a combination of Custom Objects and standard Salesforce Activities. 
While customizing Salesforce enabled a solution for tracking the 
deployments, they found that as the business scaled they needed  
to define best practice playbooks that SEs could follow while also 
reducing the overhead for maintaining that information.

Taskfeed is OnApp’s chosen Solution 

OnApp Chief-Revenue-Officer, Alistair Wildman, recognized their 
challenges with customer deployments and recommended Taskfeed 
to the team. Yasmin Marco, the Sales Operations Manager, evaluated 
Taskfeed to understand how it could help OnApp build a repeatable 
model for POCs and deployments.

Yasmin installed Taskfeed’s 30-day free trial and worked with the 
Taskfeed team to understand how OnApp’s existing process would be 
defined as repeatable deployment plans based on Taskfeed Templates. 

" Taskfeed gives me  
the confidence that we  
are delivering a great  
first impression to our  
most high potential  
new customers."

Alistair Wildman.  
Chief-Revenue-Office (CRO)



Results

—  Deployment and proof-of-concept 
playbooks have been defined and  
are used to create project plans for  
each customer automatically.

—  Solution Engineers are automatically 
assigned to tasks. They can self-
prioritize and easily track their  
work from Taskfeed.

 
—  Solution Engineers share the plan  

with the customer up-front. External 
Sharing keeps everyone on the same 
page regarding the timeline and  
scope of delivery.

—  Progress is immediately visible across 
all deployments and PoCs as the entire 
process is tracked within Salesforce. 
Deployments are updated quickly  
with drag-and-drop functionality. 

A Taskfeed Customer Success Manager would typically help new 
customers with customization and automation, however, Yasmin was 
already a confident Salesforce Administrator which meant she could 
perform all of the customizations herself with the help of the sample 
templates and online support documents.

Yasmin found that "It’s more than what you get out-of-the-box. 
Taskfeed is incredibly customizable. You can practically do anything  
if you know Process Builder. Once set-up — that’s it — the team takes  
it over, and for them, it’s very simple, just drag-and-drop!"

An added benefit not previously considered is the ability to share each 
POC plan with their customers. Using External Sharing, the Solution 
Engineers can send their customers a link which provides a real-time 
view of the entire project. External Sharing solved a key challenge 
regarding the clarity of scope concerning deliverables and the  
required timelines involved.
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" It’s more than what you get 
out-of-the-box. Taskfeed is 
incredibly customizable. You 
can practically do anything 
if you know Process Builder. 
Once set-up — that’s it — the 
team takes it over, and for 
them, it’s very simple, just 
drag-and-drop!"

Yasmin Marco,  

Sales Operations Manager


